Henson Scout Reservation Trail Map

Trail Key:
- R = Red and White ~ Tequissa Trail
- Or = Orange and White ~ Abaco Trail
- (North Boundary Trail)
- G = Green and White ~ Kuskokwa Trail
- B = Blue and White ~ Hutsawap Trail
- Bk = Black and White ~ Arkona Trail
- W = White ~ Un-named Connecting Trails

All trails (except White and Black & White) begin and end on Trail Post leaving a complete loop so that the hiker eventually returns to point from which he started. Troop Sites are not shown.

Designed by G.K. Backlund, June 1965
Revision 11/27/65, Troop/Singer
Guidance WPA-Trail-1/7/66

Approximate Trail Distances
- Red 3.6 miles
- Orange 4.9 miles
- Green 4.4 miles
- Blue 5.5 miles
- Black 3.5 miles
- White 2 miles

Legend:
- Solid Line = Boundary Line
- Thick Line = Main Camp Road
- Thin Line = Dirt Road
- Dash Line = Foot Trail
- Dotted Line = Gravel Path
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